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Since ITS beginnings in 1996, this enterprise has always been guided by the desire to
offer a distinct service, while developing a highly coveted mechanical engineering expertise. Much more than a simple intermediate, Aventech participate actively in product development and improvement in order to increase their efficiency and durability.
The many control measures, abroad as well as here in Canada, reflect our engagement
to customer satisfaction.
In every project, a regular follow-up is standard practice at all stages of production. Aventech closely supervises the work of its suppliers with on-the-spot inspections,
as well as carrying out numerous tests and analysis on parts manufactured to specifications ISO-17025 and ASTM standards.
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OUR COMPANY
Gillani Enterprises is today one of the leading indenting company in
Pakistan, and is poised for growth. Audacity, imagination and prophecy
were the prime ingredients that were entrenched into the founding of
Gillani Enterprises.
GE was established in 2002 by Mr. Amir Gillani, initially as a small
indenting company. With that humble beginning 11 years ago, today, GE
is one of the largest Pakistani Indentor and full-fledged services to Steel
products and all kinds of metal products to over 30 countries worldwide
with an annual turnover of a handsome amount.

With many years of experience
in the steel industry, GE’s
service offering, knowledge and
expertise are second to none.

OUR PHILOSOPHY

Message from the President

GE was founded to provide ‘hands-on’ service and a better deal for
Pakistan industry. That ethos still drives the company. We take a
proactive approach, staying in constant touch with customers and
striving to serve their individual needs in a timely and cost effective
manner.
Over the years, our ‘can do’ approach has firmly cemented our position
in the market place. It has also helped build and maintain the high
degree of customer loyalty we now enjoy. So too has our honest
commitment to rectifying any problem, however small, if it arises.
Security, Integrity and Vision epitomize Gillani Enterprises’ operating
vision. The Security of our long-term relationships with both customers and
suppliers means GE will have a continual presence in the market. place.



Security



Integrity



Vision

We believe that Gillani
Enterprises is more prepared for the
future than
any of its competitors.

Amir Gillani
President and Chief Executive Officer

Gillani Enterprises was established in 2002 to
endorse the lucrative industrial ventures and
establish a presence in different regions of the
world. Over the following decade, the goals
and strategies initially envisioned were
translated into remarkable achievements
resulting in tremendous growth in the steel
sector, and firmly establishing
Gillani
Enterprises as a noteworthy
private sector
leader.
The company's future ventures will encompass
extension of its current experience in more
parts of the world; by setting up supplying
ventures in other countries.
Gillani Enterprises is committed to its untiring
research into new material applications and
will continue to provide products that satisfy

OUR STRUCTURE
Kashif Gillani
Managing Director

We offer clients highly competitive pricing through global
sourcing, marketing and world wide information systems. Gillani
Enterprises participates in improved
management systems
allowing stronger efficiencies and greater inventories for better
and faster supply.
Gillani Enterprises Director joined GE in 2004. With many years
international trading experience in the steel industry, he is
responsible both for the overall management of the company
and its strategic direction.
Through GE’s participation in the industrial network and the strong
leadership of Managing Director Kashif Gillani, we offer a solid
commitment to providing our clients with the most advanced
systems and global pricing benefits.
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OUR MISSION
Gillani Enterprises believes that its social responsibility
is to develop and supply value products and
services and create new markets so that we may
help our customers accomplish their missions and
goals through duly performing our corporate
activities amid the globalizing economy. Our vision is
to evolve and be better as a material provider.

OUR VISION
We strive to be a company preferred by customers, shareholders and employees of today and
tomorrow. We also strive to be a company
harmonious with other stakeholders and society.

PRODUCTS
Long Products

Scrap



Billets (Prime & Secondary)



Shredded Steel Scrap



Cobble Plate



HMS 1&2



Wire Rod (High & Low)



Plate & Structural



Round Bar



Blue Steel



Slabs



Used Rails Scrap (R40-R65)



Mild Steel Plates





Reinforcing Bar

Bundle Scrap
(De-Tinned Bundle)



New Tin Plate



LMS

Flat Products


HRC Pickle & Oil



HRC



CRC



Stainless Steel coils



Pre painted Galvanized Coil



Stainless Steel Plates



Galvanneal



Stainless Steel Round Bars



Electro-Galvanized Coil



Stainless Steel Pressed Bundle
Scrap

Stainless Steel
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What We Can Offer
Our service to the mills:
Our service to the buyer:

We can market their products directly to end-users, stockiest and fabricators.
We have a vast knowledge of not only competitive sources but also reliable ones.

With many years of experience in the steel industry our team is set to handle customer enquiries in a professional
manner. We pride our self in customer service which is demonstrated by our loyal and growing customer base.

GE
GILLANI ENTERPRISES
HEAD OFFICE
Suit No. C-205, 2nd Floor, City Tower, Main
Boulevard, Gulberg-II, Lahore - Pakistan
Phone: +92 (423) 5788647, +92 (423) 5788648
E-mail: info@gillanienterprises.com
Website: www.gillanienterprises.com

CANADA OFFICE
850 Boul, Pierre-Bertrand Suite 185, QC, G1M
3K8, Canada

